RLI PUP ENDORSEMENTS

PUP endorsements are only processed for the following reasons:

1. **Name of the insured changes.** The named insured can consist of up to 2 unrelated individuals provided they reside in the same household. A policy cannot be endorsed to reflect an estate, trust or LLC.
2. **Mailing/primary address of the insured changes.**
3. The insured requests an *increase/decrease in their liability limit.* (Not applicable in New Mexico because the only limit available is $1,000,000.)
4. The insured requests to *add/delete UM/UIM coverage.*
5. The insured *changes their underlying automobile limit* to a different limit that is acceptable to RLI (e.g. from 100/300 to 250/500 or vice versa).

The insured is required to complete a renewal questionnaire every year to report any exposures that were acquired or deleted during the policy period. Therefore, only endorsement requests for the reasons listed above should be forwarded to RLI for processing. Please do not second request any changes that are not included in the above list.